Hi there, Im Mareena, currently a
Masters student in Graphic Media
Design in LCC. My role involves
designing the VOC brand, giving it
appropriate structure that represents
the values of the enterprise. As well as
understanding how the brand can
communicate to tell stories visually and
interact within and across communities.
I would say basically, giving a voice to
VOC but visually.

As a kid I really liked books, but I must admit I was also lazy to
read them. I was instinctively drawn to story books with
images and as a teenager I got obsessed with teen
magazines which inspired me to create collages, collect
stickers, posters and all that entailed graphic design (which I
was not aware of as a kid). I was always drawn into self
exploration and expression through materials (magazines,
books, punk culture, stickers, fashion, photography etc).
Eventually for my BA the universe again connected me to
Visual design where I started actively experimenting and
practicing design.

It would always start with coffee. Listing out achievable
TO DO list and jumping right to the thing that's the least
favourite thing to do on the day. My typical day would
be exploring multiple ways of a visual language. There’s
so much flexibility and areas to explore. I try to keep on
re-creating things.

Decolonising the design world has become crucial more
than ever as in the age of visual technologies, accurate
representation is in demand and people are seeking the
truth. This true representation can only be achieved with
diversity in the industry. Diversity empowers people to
practice their unique vision and open up unique areas of
conversations, which is very important for the design
industry to represent as well.

The best advice as a designer I could give is, always observe,
follow your curiosity and most importantly execute and
experiment your vision and ideas.

Design can prove to be laborious work, however it is the most
rewarding when you are experimenting and making mistakes.
Everyone has a unique way of seeing things and design is a
medium of self expression, so exercise that! Get inspired by
everything around you and make it your own.

